University of Leeds Classification of Books

**Celtic**

**A-0  General**
A-0.01 Periodicals
A-0.02 Series
A-0.03 Collected essays. Festschriften.
A-0.04 Bibliography
A-0.06 Study and teaching
A-0.07 Oratory. Elocution
A-0.08 Anthologies
A-0.09 Dictionaries (literary)
A-0.19 Dictionaries (language)
A-0.2 Comparative language (general)
  A-0.21 Grammar
  A-0.22 Linguistic history. Etymology
  A-0.23 Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography
  A-0.24 Personal names
  A-0.25 Place names
  A-0.26 Linguistic surveys. Dialects
  A-0.27 Inscriptions
  A-0.29 Foreign influences (linguistic)

A-0.3 Comparative literature (criticism)
A-0.31 Literature (history)
  A-0.32 Poetry
  A-0.33 Drama
  A-0.34 Novel
  A-0.35 Foreign influences (literary)
  A-0.36 Prosody
  A-0.37 Style. Rhetoric
A-0.4 Folklore

A-8 Hagiography
A-13 Laws

**B-0  Gaulish**
[C-E Irish]
C-0 General
(C-0.01) Periodicals Classed as A-0.01
C-0.02 Series
C-0.03 Collected essays. Festschriften
C-0.04 Bibliography
C-0.06 Study and teaching
C-0.07 Oratory. Elocution
C-0.08 Collected texts
C-0.09 Dictionaries (literary)
C-0.19 Dictionaries (language)
C-0.2 Language (general)
C-0.21 Grammar
C-0.22 Linguistic history. Etymology
C-0.23 Pronunciation. phonology. Orthography
C-0.24 Personal names
C-0.25 Place names
C-0.26 Linguistic surveys. Dialects
C-0.29 Foreign influences (linguistic)
C-0.3 Literature (criticism)
C-0.31 Literature (history)
C-0.32 Poetry (general)
C-0.321 Poetry (historical)
C-0.322 Poetry and nature
C-0.33 Drama
C-0.34 Novel
C-0.35 Foreign influences (literary)
C-0.36 Prosody
C-0.37 Style. Rhetoric
C-0.4 Folklore

D-0 Old and Middle Irish
D-0.03 Anthologies
D-0.19 Dictionaries
D-0.2 Language (general)
D-0.21 Grammar
D-0.22 Linguistic history. Etymology
D-0.23 Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography
D-0.24 Personal names
D-0.25 Place names
D-0.27 Ogham inscriptions
D-0.28 Other inscriptions
D-0.31 Literary history
D-0.32 Poetry

D-1 Texts
D-3 Native writings on language
D-6 Biblical versions. Liturgies
D-8 Hagiography
D-11 Glosses
D-12 Charters
D-13 Laws
Late Modern Irish (1600 onwards)

**Anthologies**

**Texts**

**Religious works**

**Scottish Gaelic**

F-0 General

(F-0.01) Periodicals  *Classed as A-0.01*

F-0.02 Societies

F-0.03 General collections. Essays. Festschriften

F-0.04 Bibliography

F-0.06 Study and teaching

F-0.07 Oratory. Elocution

F-0.08 Collected texts

F-0.09 Dictionaries (literary)

F-0.19 Dictionaries (language)

F-0.2 Language (general)

F-0.21 Grammar

F-0.22 Linguistic history. Etymology

F-0.23 Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography

F-0.24 Personal names

F-0.25 Place names

F-0.26 Linguistic surveys. Dialects

F-0.29 Foreign influences (linguistic)

F-0.3 Literature (criticism)

F-0.31 Literature (history)

F-0.32 Poetry (general)

F-0.321 Poetry (historical)

F-0.322 Poetry and nature

F-0.33 Drama

F-0.34 Novel

F-0.35 Foreign influences (literary)

F-0.36 Prosody

F-0.37 Style. Rhetoric

F-0.4 Folklore

G-0 Early Scottish Gaelic (pre-1800)

G-0.03 Collections

G-0.19 Dictionaries

G-0.2 Language (general)

G-0.21 Grammar

G-0.22 Linguistic history. Etymology

G-0.23 Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography

G-0.24 Personal names

G-0.25 Place names

G-0.27 Ogham inscriptions

G-0.28 Other inscriptions

G-0.31 Literary history

G-0.32 Poetry

G-1 Texts

G-3 Native writings on language
G-6     Biblical versions. Liturgies
G-8     Hagiography
G-11    Glosses
G-12    Charters
G-13    Laws

H-0     Modern Scottish Gaelic (1800 onwards)
H-0.03  Anthologies
H-1     Texts
H-9     Religious works

I-0     Manx
(I-0.01) Periodicals  Classed as A-0.01
I-0.02  Series
I-0.03  Collected essays. Festschriften
I-0.04  Bibliography
I-0.06  Study and teaching
I-0.07  Oratory. Eloquence
I-0.08  Anthologies
I-0.09  Dictionaries (literary)
I-0.19  Dictionaries (language)
I-0.2   Language (general)
I-0.21  Grammar
I-0.22  Linguistic history. Etymology
I-0.23  Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography
I-0.24  Personal names
I-0.25  Place names
I-0.26  Linguistic surveys. Dialects
I-0.27  Inscriptions
I-0.29  Foreign influences (linguistic)

I-0.3   Literature (criticism)
I-0.31  Literature (history)
I-0.32  Poetry
I-0.33  Drama
I-0.34  Novel
I-0.35  Foreign influences (literary)
I-0.36  Prosody
I-0.37  Style. Rhetoric
I-0.4   Folklore

I-1     Texts
I-3     Native writings on language
I-6     Biblical versions. Liturgies
I-8     Hagiography
I-11    Glosses
I-12    Charters
I-13    Laws

[K-M]    Welsh
(K-0.01) Periodicals  Classed as A-0.01
K-0.02  Series
K-0.03  Collected essays. Festschriften
Bibliography

Study and teaching

Oratory. Elocution

Collected texts

Dictionaries (literary)

Dictionaries (language)

Language (general)

Grammar

Linguistic history. Etymology

Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography

Personal names

Place names

Linguistic surveys. Dialects

Foreign influences (linguistic)

Literature (criticism)

Literature (history)

Poetry (general)

Poetry (historical)

Poetry and nature

Drama

Novel

Foreign influences (literary)

Prosody

Style. Rhetoric

Folklore

Early Welsh (pre-1800)

Anthologies

Dictionaries

Language (general)

Grammar

Linguistic history. Etymology

Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography

Personal names

Place names

Ogham inscriptions

Other inscriptions

Literary history

Poetry

Texts

Native writings on language

Biblical versions. Liturgies

Hagiography

Glosses

Charters

Laws

Modern Welsh (1800 onwards)

Anthologies

Literary history
M-1  Texts
M-9  Religious works

[N-0  Cornish]
(N-0.01) Periodicals  Classed as A-0.01
N-0.02  Series
N-0.03  Collected essays. Festschriften
N-0.04  Bibliography
N-0.06  Study and teaching
N-0.07  Oratory. Elocution
N-0.08  Collected texts
N-0.09  Dictionaries (literary)
N-0.19  Dictionaries (language)
N-0.2  Language (general)
N-0.21  Grammar
N-0.22  Linguistic history. Etymology
N-0.23  Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography
N-0.24  Personal names
N-0.25  Place names
N-0.26  Linguistic surveys. Dialects
N-0.27  Inscriptions
N-0.29  Foreign influences (linguistic)

N-0.3  Literature (criticism)
N-0.31  Literature (history)
N-0.32  Poetry
N-0.33  Drama
N-0.34  Novel
N-0.35  Foreign influences (literary)
N-0.36  Prosody
N-0.37  Style. Rhetoric
N-0.4  Folklore

N-1  Texts
N-3  Native writings on language
N-6  Biblical versions. Liturgies
N-8  Hagiography
N-11  Glosses
N-12  Charters
N-13  Laws

[P-0  Breton]
(P-0.01) Periodicals  Classed as A-0.01
P-0.02  Series
P-0.03  Collected essays. Festschriften
P-0.04  Bibliography
P-0.06  Study and teaching
P-0.07  Oratory. Elocution
P-0.08  Anthologies
P-0.09  Dictionaries (literary)
P-0.19  Dictionaries (language)
P-0.2  Language (general)
Grammar
Linguistic history. Etymology
Pronunciation. Phonology. Orthography
Personal names
Place names
Linguistic surveys. Dialects
Inscriptions
Foreign influences (linguistic)
Literature (criticism)
Literature (history)
Poetry
Drama
Novel
Foreign influences (literary)
Prosody
Style. Rhetoric
Folklore
Texts
Native writings on language
Biblical versions. Liturgies
Hagiography
Glosses
Charters
Laws
Pictish